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Moldova has been ‘on edge’ ever since a 

Belarussian television report three months 

ago indicated that troops from Minsk would be 

invading Ukraine… through Moldova. While no 

such incursion has yet happened, Moldova is 

the most likely candidate for further territorial 

escalation and is likely in any case to be 

targeted with cyber-attacks in demonstration 

of Russian superiority in its own backyard. 

The race is on for EU membership – but this 

may expose deeper fault lines in Moldovan political and economic society that Russia will just 

exacerbate.  

 

Moldova has chased EU accession for years and has now been awarded candidate status, a major step 

along the road and recognising that certain measures of democracy and accountability have thus far been 

met. However, there is still a long way to go. Reforms on anti-corruption and enshrining the rule of law are 

mandated before formal negotiations can begin and there is no guarantee that Moldova will be able to 

meet the required standards in ten years, let alone sooner. The country is extremely deprived, with limited 

resources and exports, and remains heavily under the Russian thumb – oligarchs in-situ after 

independence in 1991 simply continued to manipulate Moldova’s political and economic levers as they 

always had, with the net result that state capture and large-scale graft have been part of the country’s 

makeup ever since its foundation. Given that Moldova started from such a poor position, in both senses of 

the word, there is arguably little realistic chance that the corruption and cronyism can be eliminated to a 

substantial enough level to meet EU standards, and neither has there been, so far, the political will to do 

so.  

 

The 2021 government of the Party of Action and Solidarity has been recognised as Moldova’s best chance 

of achieving genuine reform, given that its platform of stringent anti-corruption measures achieved a 

crushing parliamentary majority and, so far at least, does not seem overly blighted by the oligarchal or 

criminal influence that has been the ruin of Moldova’s political system to date. However, the base from 

which it is starting is very low. Organised crime, a politicised judiciary and crony capitalism are all actively 

able to fight the very laws instituted to prevent them – and already cries have arisen over the ‘rushed’ 



 
  

 

nature of the PAS’ policymaking and their apparent design to ‘stack’ the major offices with politically-

dependant appointees, rather than a case of the right man in the right job.  

 

Just as politicisation is difficult to avoid in Moldova, so is the reality of its territorial and jurisdictional 

positioning. As a gateway country between Russia, Asia and Europe, Moldova sees human/weapon/drug 

trafficking at an alarmingly high rate (particularly the first of these) and it is a country where organised 

criminal gangs run rampant, fuelled by the knowledge that either the system is not strong enough to catch 

them or that they are already hand-in-glove with the Moldovan elite. The province of Transnistria remains 

officially unrecognised, but the history of violence there (plus the promise of further instability, 

manufactured in no small part by a familiar enemy) means it cannot be ignored. But as always with Eastern 

Europe, we come back to Russia. It remains unknown whether the Belorussian TV report was a genuine 

error or an attempt at mind-games, but unquestionably Moldova has a genuine reason to fear that it will 

be Russia’s next target – neither a member of the EU or NATO, it could (in legal terms) provoke no worse 

a response than the invasion of Ukraine has already garnered, and would provide further proof that Russia 

does not intend to back down in its long-term attempt to rebuild the Soviet Union, as well as put the seal 

on the unofficial kleptocratic oligarchy that dominates the state. With EU accession looking at least a 

decade away and the Russian bear looming close, Moldova may not be able to be the man in the middle 

for much longer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KCS Group Europe - Strategic Intelligence & Corporate Security 
 
A leading provider of security and intelligence services, we operate discreetly in some of the world’s most difficult environments on complex cases 
of fraud, theft, corruption, or market dynamics. We gather intelligence through the discreet use of human sources to level the playing field and 
help our clients identify and deal with any risks, weaknesses and threats which could impact on their business, financially or reputationally.  
 
Our key areas of expertise include: 

Corporate Intelligence Services - New market or sector entry research - Know your customer screening 
 
In addition, through our specialist team at KCS IS, we offer a unique service in the areas of Cyber Security and Cyber Risk. This covers penetration 
testing, vulnerability assessments, intelligence gathering and cyber security audits - providing unparalleled analysis, contingency planning, and 
implementation. 
 
To find out more or to arrange a meeting to discuss your business needs, please email the team at info@kcsgroupeurope.com or               
call (00 44) 2072451191 


